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ABSTRACT

e

In a loss-of-flow ( LOF) accident in an L?.fFBR, the mode and timescale of dis-
ruption of fuel can establish the probability of a subsequent energetic excursion.

*To investigate these phenomena, in-pile disruption of internal-fission-heated fuel
pellets, both fresh UO and preirradiated mixed oxide, was recorded by high speed

2
cinematogi'aphy. Neither fuel frothing nor dust-cloud breakup occurred under the

simulated LOF conditions. Instead massive and very rapid fuel swelling, net pre-

dicted by current transient fuel-swelling and gas-release models, occurred. This
may be the initial and dominant mode of fuel disruption in an LOF. A new transient

fuel-swelling model, FISGAS, has been developed at Sandia.
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1. Introduction

An area of considerable importance in reactor safety is the fuel behavior in

a hypothetical unprotected loss of coolant flow (LOF) accident in LMFBR's. In fact,
*

much of the experimental and theoretical research pertinent to hypothetical core

disruptive accidents (HCDA) in fast reactors has been concentrated on LOF scenarios.

The main instrument for calculating different aspects of core behavior in such a<

'2hypothetical LOF accident path has been the SAS computer code, described elsewhere.

In general, SAS models and calculates effects on reactor fuel, clad, and coolant

of initially imposed reactivity ramps and coolant flow per.turbations and the re-

activity feedbacks of these effects. However, as for other possible accident paths,

insufficient experimentally determined data has been available to aid in development of

SAS, and for verification of its analytic and predictive capabilities for an LOF sequence.

An LOF accident can occur in an LMFBR core in several ways. Power failure to

the coolant pumps, for instance, can produce LOF conditions. The pumps coast down

and coolant flow decreases leading to sodium boiling and voiding in the core. In

the proposed Clinch River Breeder Reactor, CRBR, the result would be insertion of

positive reactivity and a consequent power rise. In any case, the early-time fuel

response to the ensuing power rise is of prime importance.

In an LOF, occluded fission products, primarily gases, in the fuel have the

potential to produce rapid fuel disruption such as swelling or rapid dispersal

during the heating phase. If fuel pin disruption occurs, dependent on the mode

and timescale of disruption, redistribution of fuel can have a dominant effect on

the probability of a subsequent energetic excursion. The net effect of fuel dis-

persal can be significant negative reactivity and non-energetic accident termina-

tion. In the case of disruption through swelling, melting or slumping, however, a

recriticality can occur. Thus the question of initial fuel behavior and the time-

scale fc- disruption or dispersal, if either of these occurs, must be addressed.

This neen is emphasized in the existing large discrepancies between the SAS-3A

analyses of postulated LOF accidents performed by the DOE CRBR project and those

performed by the NRC staff.

The results of a SAS-3A best-estimate analysis of the CRBR LOF accident by

McElroy, et al.' for the project office is shown in Figure 1. Shown are the re-

actor power and reactivity from the start of pump coastdown through accident term-

ination under the main assumption of fuel dispersal. The fuel and coolant heat up

at near-constant power for about 12.5 s until coolant boiling begins in the highest

power channels. Boiling progresses to channel voiding and increase in reactivity

and power. Thermal-reactivity feedback ef fects produce oscillations in the power

history, and keep the reactor from achieving prompt criticality until pin failure

occurs around 15.6 s. At this time fission-gas-driven fuel dispersal is invoked
,

leading to a large decrease in reactivity and power and a safe reactor shutdown.

According to this calculation, the peak power level reached during disassembly is

about 90 times nominal and occurs about 2 s after sodium voiding.*

In contrast, the results of a similar calculation using SAS-3A for the same

LOF accident, but now done by the NRC' are shown in Figure 2. A number of differ-

ences occurred in the calculations, such as slight geometry and design modifications

1361 122
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and coolant flow rate in some of the channels. The major dif ference between this

and the project calculations, however, is that Meyer, et al.' explicitly prohibit

fission-gas-driven fuel dispersal. In this case only fuel melting and slumping

occur and the core power increases leading to significant work potential and possi- ,

bly to vessel breach in an energetic accident termination. Thus, from these two

contrasting examples it is evident that the question of initial fuel dioruption in

an LOF accident in fast reactors is crucial; the potential consequences of such a *

hypothetical accident establish the motivation for fuel disruption research, par-

ticularly in the experiment arena.

Understanding of fuel behavior in an LOF sequence has been based primarily on
5''a number of experiments which, with some exceptions, have been conducted ex-

reactor by means of indirect or direct electrical heating of the fuel. Such experi-

ments have provided valuable information on temperature behavior of gas release

and swelling in slow transients. Ilowever, with the exception of the gas release

data, the results ha"e been obtained principally through inferences from post-test

examinations of the remaining fuel. Some fuel disruption information has been ob-

tained during tests by means of the neutron hodoscope and gamma-ray video monitoring.
However, the fuel motion information so far obtained remains inconsistent, and hard

data on initial fuel disruption modes and timescales have been absent.

There has been some evidence of fission-gas-driven fuel disruption and dis-

persal with foaming or f rothing of molten fuel, dust-cloud disassembly in the
5solid state, or fuel swelling However, swelling is not detected unequivocally

by the neutron hodoscope, and in the experiments the observed post-test swelling
could have occurred after the active phase of the experiment . In addition, fuel

swelling rates have not been obtained previously. In fact, one current assumption 2

is that swelling occurs only under low heating rates ( 1200 K/sec) and that it

probably is not a factor at high power levels of interest in LOF sequences, or in

mild to high power burst conditions. Similar types of notable uncertainties occur

with the other data observed, most of which have been for non-prototypic fuel-
heating conditions and some o f which have not p ro ven to be reproducible in numerous
attempts. Using this limited data base, models for analysis and prediction of

fuel behavior have been developed. Thus. with the goal to strengthen and extend

the data base for correct model development, a program of in-reactor experiment s
which address principally t he quest ions o f modo and timescales of disruption, or
dispersal of preirradiated oxide fuel pins was undertaken at Sandia Laboratories.

A more in-depth i n t roduc t ion to this subject may be found in References 5 and G.

1361 125 .
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2. Sandia Fuel Disruption Experiments

fuel dis-Several designated series of experiments are being conducted in the
ruption area in which both preirradiated fuels and fresh fuels are subjected indi-
vidually to similar power transients illustrative of LOF sequences. It is untici-

pated that the experiments will investigate not only oxide (l'0 ) nd mixed oxide
,

2

(U/ pug ) I""I"' but also more advanced fuels such as carbides, metal, and thorium
2

' fuels and other accident paths, as necessary.
Concurrently, a comprehensive exper-

effort is being carried out.iment analysis and model validation and development
fuel behavior models forThe end product of this coupled research should be proven

in hypothetical core disruptive accident code predictions and analyses. Gen-
use
erally, the two factors controlling fuel disruption in an LOF sequence are believed
to be the rate and amount of fuel heating, and the amount of volatile fission
products, primarily gases, accumulated in the fuel.5'' The fission product content

of a given enrichment fuel is determined by its steady state linear power output and
its heavy-atom percent burnup. Thus, investigation of the response of IEFBR fuels
to IOF accident conditions should revolve around these parameters. Tests on a
given type of fuel may begin with small sections, such as a single pellet and pro-
ceed to full fuel elements from pins of equal burnup percent but with different
heat ratings. Alternatively, the linear heat rating can be fixed and the fissile-
atom percent burnup can be varied. Both options should be examined for a variety
of 1,OF heating sequences which, according to calculations, could occur in IMFD!t's.
The tests should investigate the range of linear heat ratings and the region of
burnup from zero, or very low, to the maximum design goal of 107 for breeder re-
actors.

llecause initial fuel disruption is of primary interest, it is necessary only
achieve the proper temperature profile and history in the fuel as have beento

calculated for various LOF sequences.7 It is not necessary to perform the exper-

iments in a prototypic environment such as in a subassembly with flowing sodium or
sodium vapor.

Consideration was given to the length of the fuel element necessary to simu-
late breakup behavior of a full pin. The fuel disruption is basically a one-

dimensional phenomenon; there is little or no axial ef fect within a fuel pin. For

short fuel segments, the axial load should simulate the effect of the weight of
half the fuel column as well as the load due to any axial swelling. The axial

constraint applied may be considered prototypic if it does not lead to any signi-
ficant crushing of the fuel. and does not allow substantial axial swelling. This

was the ease for most of the tests of interest in this program.
At experiment time the conditions of the test fuel must be realistic, both

physically and chemically. This means the fuel must not be mechanically disturbed
such as would occur upon removal of the fuel from its clad, and

prior to the test,-

that if a pin is cut to extract a particular section for an experiment, the cutting,
handling and loading must be controlled to avoid contaminants. Even slight dis-

. assembly of the fuel can allow escape of fission gases, and it also can weaken
favored,

intergranular binding such that a particular type of disruption may be
or prevented. With reference to contaminants, it has been found*'' that fuel

1361 176
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cut in a nitrogen atmosphere containiag 300 ppm impurities contains significantly

more N2, H2, and CO than can be expected from "known" contamination in fuel and
pin fabrication. Thus, although intensive investigation still is needed in this

area and the source and effects of contaminants have not been determined, exclusion

of additional contaminants is requisite. .

.
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3. Initial Series of Fuel Disruption Experiments, FD-1

3.1 purpose and Experimental Approach

The broad purpose of the first series of tests was to study, by means of cin-
ematography, the phenomenology of fuel behavior, in pile, for such LOF accident

,

conditions as could be simulated in the Sandia Annular Core Pulsed Reactor, ACPR.
If successful, this would provide t he first visual determination of the actual modes
and timescales of reactor-fuel failure. A variety of power and energy levels'

internally-fission-generated in the test fuel, and a variety of fuel para-

meter values were to be used. Also, the large-scale effects of occluded fission

gases and other products on fuel disruption could be studied by comparing irradiated
fuel behavior with fresh fuel behavior under otherwise similar conditions. Then,

using the data obtained from the experiments, existing fuel behavior models and
codes were to be tested for accuracy and applicability. Modification of these

models and codes could be guided by the results. Also, new models and codes could

be developed and verified, thus leading to better understanding of fuel disruption
phenomena.

The experimental approach was to expose a single pellet of preirradiated mixed
oxide fuel or fresh UO fuel, to multiple neutron-pulses in the ACPR, and simul-

2
taneously to record in real time the fuel response to the transient power conditions
by means of high speed cinematography. It was requisite that the fuel, if pre-

irradiated, be in its original cladding and mechanically undisturbed. The neutron
multipulsing was necessitated by limitations in programmed high power operation
in the ACPR, and the need to achieve sufficient heating and suitable temperature

profiles which would be at least near the " calculated prototypic" conditions of the
hypothetical LOF. In fact, in order to achieve the necessary energy generation
in the fuel, a neutron moderator (polyethylene) had to be placed between reactor
and experiment vessel.

The most novel aspect of the experiments was the use of high speed cinema-
tography from outside of the reactor, to record the fuel response to the transient
in-pile fission-heating for subsequent detailed analysis.

A series of eleven experiments was designed because the fuel used in a given
test would be disrupted in a single multipulse exposure and it was necessary for a
pragmatic investigation to begin with little disruption on the first pellet and
to proceed through complete fuel dispersal on others. Nine of these were to use
preirradiated fuel and two were to use fresh UO fuel. In ctuality twelve tests

2
were conducted, as described later.

Finally, the potential fuel disruption modes expected in these experiments
included disruption of the fuel in the solid state as a dustcloud; or disruption
as a liquid foam or froth; or by fuel melting and slumping; or by gross swelling

.

of the fuel.

3.2 Experiment Method and Execution
E According to Bohl 38, the radial temperature distribution at disruption in an

LMFBR luel pin is peaked at the centerline at 3020 K, the melt temperature, and
decreases to about 2100 K at the fuel surface. The axial temperature variation
is small and negligible. Thus, it was desired to achieve temperature profiles

136l 128 '"



at pellet disruption which at least approximated these predictions. Attainment

of such a profile in the fuel available by means of the ACpH required use of the

multiple pulse technique. This was established by means of neutronic and heat

transfer calculations which are discussed in Section 3.3.

The fissile-atom enrichment of the fuel and the energy spectrum of the moder- .

ated neutrons incident upon it in a single pulse were such that the calculated

axial and radial energy generation profiles in the fuel were cupped with a peak-
1

to-minimum (P/M) ratio as large as 4. This p/M ratio could be reduced by use of

thinner or no moderator. However, moderator was raquired in order to produce

enough energy in the fuel to reach the temperatures sought. Each pellet, in its

clad, was to be subjected in a single ACpH test to a double or triple pulse with

each individual pulse a few tens of milliseconds full width at half maximum inten-

sity. In a given test, multiple pulses with enough time between individual pulses

for temperature profile inversion were to be utilized. For a given multipulse

energy, the internal energy state of the fuel could be varied by varying the time

between individual pulses from one test to the next. In a given enrichment fuel,

higher temperatures were to be achieved in tests with shorter intervals between

pulses due to reduced heat loss prior to the final pulse.

According to calculations, the irradiation was to produce fuel heating to the

melting point 2550 K, depending on the test. This variation was to be accomplished

by keeping the energy produced in the ACpR the same for a given pulse mode, and

varying the time between individual pulses from I s to i s.

The FD-1 series consisted of 12 experiments. Ten of these utilized a total of

nine preirradiated mixed oxide fuel pellets, one per test, and the other two

experiments used fresh UO . One preirradiated pellet was used in two tests which
2

served for calibration and diagnostics.

Figure 3 illustrates the experimental arrangement. The back-lit fuel sat on

a depleted urania button which served as a thermal insulator and which was embedded

in a graphite block. The pellet was held in place by a similar urania-graphite

cylinder attached to a spring loaded clip which simulated t'le axial pressure load-

ing on the fuel as exists in reality in the fuel pins. The fuel center coincided

with the center of the reactor core.

photography involved relaying an inage of the pellet about 10 meters via a

number of uirrors along the line-of-sight pipe of the reactor to and through an

offset loading tube to a Questar telescope. The Questar's output formed the object

for a Fastax recording camera 11 The pellet response to the power transient was

recorded on Eastman Kodak RAR 2479 film which has a dynamic range of 1000:1. The

frame rate was 450 to 2800 per second for a few seconds, depending on the test.

photomecric radiometry was employed to determine temperatures. This method

utilizes a point-by-point comparison of the emulsion density on the film exposed .

to the hot fuel's optical radiation to the density produced on the same film by a

National Bureau of Standards calibrated light source and the same optical path.
I

The temperature range selected for investigation included 2200 K to 5000 K. Thus

the temperature of the clad, which melts at 1670 K, could not be evaluated, with

the exception of time of melt as seen on the film. The radiometry method and form-

ulation are given in the literature,12

1361 129
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The mixed oxide fuel pins were irradiated in EBR-II. For these experiments,

three pins were sectioned in a nitrogen atmosphere, at LASL, to obtain f rom each

pin three single, intact pellets in'their clad. For each pin, one pellet was taken

from a location near an end, another from a location near the center, and the third

pellet from a location about midway between the other two. Sectioning included the .

extraction of a thin wafer (=1 mm) of the pellet adjacent to each end of the pellet

selected for each experiment. The purpose of including the wafers in the section-
'

ing was to assure that the test pellets were not mechanically disturbed or damaged

during the sectloning operation.

Figure 4 shows the origin of the pellets se;ected f rom each pin and the number

of the experiment in which each pellet was used. Also, shown are views of one end,

as cut, of the pellet taken from the midsection of each pin. The heavy-atom

percent-burnup of the three pins is approximately 5%; the linear power output of

each differed while in EBR-II, as shown. An effect of this is seen in the growth

and size of the central void. The two pellets of fresh fuel, prepared at LASL,

had fissile atom enrichment of 70% and were comparable to one of the mixed oxide

fuels used. Table 1 contains data pertinent to these fuels.

Finally, not only could photographic records be obtained for detailed analysis

of the real-time fuel response to the power transient, but also the fuel would be

available for detailed posttest microanalysis of melt fronts, voids and cracks

generation, for fission-gas-bubble morphology, for clad analysis, for isotopic

analysis, and for investigation of swelling processes and locations, as necessary.

3.3 pretest Neut ronic and Heat Transfer Analysis

3.3.1 Introduction

1' 3Tro-dimensional neutronics calculations using TWOTRAN were performed " using

the bare-cavity neutron fluence as given in the ACpR Experimenter's manual,35 for

a range of polyethylene moderator thicknesses, and the fuel to be used. These

calculations indicated that for any neutron pulse from the ACpR the pellets would

have axial and radial p/M energy deposition ratios of 2-4 with the peak occurring

on the fuel surface.

Thus it was necessary to find a technique which would allow for rapid heat

transfer from the fuel to the clad and relaxation of the inverted temperature pro-

file. This would achieve the experiment goals of having (1) either uniform fuel

temperature or temperature decreasing f rom center to surf ace of the pellet at time

of fuel melting, and (2) clad meltoff before fuel melting to allow for fuel be-

havior observation. It was determined that multiple pulse operation of the re-

actor in each experiment would partially accomplish these objectives. The time

between pulses in a multipulse sequence could be varied to allow more or less heat

transfer to occur, as necessary. The disadvantage of this operating mode was the

reduced maximum reactor power output (70 MJ for a triple pulse versus 108 MJ for

a single pulse) and consequent lower energy generation in the fuel pellet.
.

The TWOTRAN energy deposition results were used, in lieu of dosimetry data,

together wit h a Fuchs-liansen !' model simulating the triple ACpR pulses, as input

for a two-dimensional transient heat transfer calculation with TAC 2D.17 ine

1361 !31
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Table 1. FD-1 Experiments Fuels Data

Pin Number PNL 9-44 PNL 10-12 PNL 11-18 Fresh UO2

PuO
25% 25% 25% 0 *

102+ Puo2

Fissile Atoms =e
Total U + Pu Atoms

@ Fabrication 44.5% 70.7% 70.8% 70%

9 Expt. Time 40.5 G7.1 G7.7 70

Linear Power,

Pin Avg. 16.3 kW/m 20.3 kW/m 33.1 kW/m --

lleavy Atom

i Burnup,

Peak 4.9 5.4 4.7 0

3 3 3 3
Fuel Sintered 9.88 g/cm 10.0G g/cm 9.9G g/cm 9.74 g/cm. , ,

Density 90.1% TD 91.8% TD 90.9% TD 89% TD

Pellet Length, 0.516 cm 0.569 cm 0.572 cm 0.585 cm
Ave.

Clad Material 20% CW 316 SS 20% CW 31G SS 20% CW 316 SS 20% CW 31G SS~~~

U
C7% Clad Outside

Diameter, Avg. 0.588 0.591 cm 0.589 cm 0.585 cm---

~
,

LN

, . .
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results indicated that for a triple pulse, 0.313 cm of moderator with the 40% ef-
fective enrichment PNL O-44 pellets, and no moderator with the 69% ef fective enrich-
ment PNL 10-12 and PNL 11-18 pellets would drive the pellets to the solidus.18 Also,
the clad would melt off between the second and third pulses.

,

3.3.2 Neutronics

pretest neutronics were performed " with TwUDMN,13 a two-dimensional neu-
.

tron transport code, using nine energy groups and the Sn approximation. The4
ACPR core, experiment capsule. and test pellet were modeled for a range of poly-
ethylene moderator thicknesses from 0 to 9.525 mm and effective fuel pellet en-
richments from 48% to 78%, the as-fabricated values. The pellet itself was re-
presented by a G 4 mm-high by 2.43 mm-radius cylinder divided into 4 radial nodes
and 4 axial nodes. Both UO and puO neutron cross-sections were included, al-

2 2
though it was determined that the difference in energy deposition between UO and2

UO /PuO was negligible for cases of interest here.
2 2

The raw data for each enrichment / moderator thickness combination was fitted
by averaging and least squares to an equation of the form

f(r z) = N 1 + A(r/R)2 + B(z/II)2 ,

where

f(r,z) = energy deposition shape

A = (PMR - 1)
B= (PMZ - 1)

1/(1+f+h)= normalizationN=

R = pellet radius

11 = & pellet height

PMR = average radial P/M ratio

PMZ = average axial P/M ratio

Although this equation is not the best possible fit to the energy deposition
shape, it allows easy interpolation to different enrichment / moderator combinations.
The results for radial and axial P/M and average energy deposition per MJ reactor
yield are presonted in Table 2. Figures 5 and 6 are the curves used for inter-

polation.

3.3.3 11 eat Transfer

Results of the neutronics analysis and reactor power traces f rom the ACPR
Experimenter's Manual'5 were used as input for the two-dimensional transient heat
transfer code, TAC 2D.8' Material properties f rom ANL-CEN-RSD-7G-l ' ' were used
to model the UO /PuO fuel (initially, U0 properties were used), SS 316

2 2 2
cladding, and depleted UO end buttons. See Figures 3 and 7. Graphite and alum-

2
inum properties are from Ref 19 and 20. Helium properties were calculated from

formulae in Ref. 21. The effective heat transfer coefficient from the clad sur--

-5
face to the cannister wall was calculated as 5.8 x 10 W/cm K. Radiation (5%
effect) and convection were neglected. The heat transfer coefficient across the
fuel-clad gap was calculated to be 3 W/cm K, assuming helium in the gap and an
accommodation coefficient of 1 for rough fuel and clad.22

21
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Table 2. Energy Deposition Parameters

Polythickness O em 0.G35 cm 0.0525 cm

Effective
I I *

Enrichment P/M P/M E' P/M I *
g 7 R z R z

51)40.5% 2.08 2.28 (4.01) 2.( 2 2.41 (5.38)
(3.88) (5.52)

47.5% 2.29 1.79 4.28 2.50 2.03 5.42 -- -- --

I )G7.1% 3.07 2.42 (5.05) -- --
-- 4.02 3.07 (7.26)

G7.7%(3) 3.10 2.44 (5.09) -- -- -- 4.05 3.10 (7.31)

(5.19)
70.0%(4) 3.15 2.45 5.15 - -- -- 4.15 3.15 (7.41)__.

U (5.37)
CI 73.81 2.76 2.08 5.11 -- -- -- -- -_ _-

- '.
(5.56)

77.5% 2.83 2.10 5.30 -- -- -- -- -- -_

---

U

(1) PNL 9011 End of Li fe (EOL)
(2) PNL 10-12 EOL
(3) PNL 11-18 EOL
(4) 70% enriched UO2

cal /g/MJ*

Energy deposition in () are from dosimetry curves; others are TWOTRAN.

. . .
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IIcat of fusion was included in the fuel but not in the clad for the initial
calculations. The melt temperature used for the fuel was 3020 K and for the SS 31G
cladding, 1700 K.

A typical calculaticn is shown in Figure o. This gives fuel centerline, sur-

face, and clad midpoint temperatures for 78T effective enrichment and an 18/18/18
MJ triple pulse from the ACpR. The clad midpoint goes through its solidus at

2 s, approximately midway between the second and third pulses. Fuel melting temp-

erature is reached on the pellet centerline at 3.2 s, 0.G s after the third pulse,
'At this time, the fuel radial temperature profile is prototypic'' with a AT of

400 K, centerline to surface. Results for a 30/12 MJ and a 50/30 MJ double pulse

in 78% and 487 enriched fuel, respectively are given in Figures 9 and 10. The

double pulse at higher enrichments (one second between pulses) did not allow time
for the clad to melt of f before the second pulse arrived. In addition, the radial

flux profile is highly inverted.

On the basis of the combined calculations, it was decided to use 0.635 cm of

moderator on the pNh 9-44 pellets (487 effective enrichment. as fabricated) and
0.318 cm on the higher enrichment pellets ( 7 8"c effective enrichment, as frbricated).
The triple pulse operating mode with 0.25 s to 1.0 s between pulses was picked to
yield the best radial temperature profile and to allow the clad to melt before
the final pulse

3.3.4 Dosimetry

pretest dosimet ry with 70" enriched UO pellets indicated close agreement2
( ~ 3"< ) with TWOTRAN energy deposition results for t he no-moderator case. Dosimetry

on pellets with moderator was 20'I higher than TWOTRAN Dosiuetry using aluminum

wire loaded with 1.0 weight pe rc en t 93"< enriched uranium metal gave high results
due to the lack of self-shielding. The aluminum wire dosimetry was regarded as

very inconclusive due to the presence of high axial aad radial peaking factors

in the actual pellet, which make it difficult to relate the wire energy deposition

to either a surf ace or an average deposition in the pellet.

For the mixed oxides, actual effective enrichments later were found to be

lower ( 107 and G8". after burnup) than originally used in the pre-t est calculations

( 4 ril and 7WI as fabricated). This required using up to 0.953 cm polyethylene mod-
erator.

3.4 FD-1 Tests - Data and Results

In addition to utilizing fuels of a variety of parameter values, the differ-

ent pallets were exposed to a diversity of experiment conditions. The latter are

listed in Table 3 alongside each individual test and pin of origin. Figures 11

and 12 depict the power maltipulse and cnergy generation historie: of events ID
1.I and 1.G, respectively. The calculated average energy density produced in
the fuel and fuel average temperature-rise rate per pulse is depicted. without

losses, in Figure 13. Corresponding temperature histories of different regions

of a given fuel pellet were shown in Section 3.3. These f i gu re: serve to typtfy

the 12 experiments.

The motion picture technique proved to be an eninently suitable method for
this type of study, photographic records were obtained for all the experiments

26
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Table 3. FD-1 Experiments Parameter Values

Film Framing ACPRTime Between Moderator E E

PNL Test Neutron Pulses Thickness p/m p/m Rate at FPP* E total

Pin No. No. (s) (cm) Radial Axial (per s) (MJ)

9-44 6 (2 pulses: .45 0.635 2.68 2.28 2000 83.5

e= 40.5"s 10 .25/.24 0.953 2.82 2.41 2250 73.1

11 .50/.26 0.953 2.82 2.41 1360 72.G

10-12 1 .33/1.05 0 3.07 2.42 450 70.2

e= 67.1 2 .33/1.05 0.318 3.32 2.60 500 68.3

5 .42/.51 0.953 4.02 3.01 1000 74.0

7 .77/1.01 0.953 4.02 3.01 1025 69.0

11-18 3 (2 pulses) .44 0 3.10 2.44 450 87.5

e = 67.7 4 .91/.99 0.953 4.05 3.10 1000 69.1

8 .75/.74 0.953 4.05 3.10 1000 70.3

-

U
g Fresh Fuel 9 .41/.51 0.953 4.15 3.15 1000 73.2

e = 70.0 12 (2 pulses) .46 0 3.15 2.45 2150 87.5
-

* Final Pulse Peak
_

.N
U

. . . .
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in this first series. Fuel failure modes were recorded ranging from moderate

swelling to rapid fuel dispersal for the preirradiated fuel, and clad melt with

no fuel disruption to fuel dispersal for the fresh UO . By varying the pulse
2

timescales, fuel surface temperatures ranging from 2450 K to 3500 K were achieved

in the various experiments. The fuel's surface temperature and (in the tests in

which the fuel cracked but did not otherwise disrupt) inner temperatures were

determined by means of photographic radiometry. The calculated fuel surface temp-'

eratures, as discussed in Section 3.3, were within the 5% uncertainty of the

average values obtained from the films. Swelling rates and amounts, dispersal
,

velocities and approximate, localized internal pressures in some tests were de-

termined from the film record. There was total absence of molten-steel-clad
wetting of the fresh UO and preirradiated mixed oxide.

2

Table 4 is a brief summary of the experimental results, but it only super-
ficially describes the effects. The motion picture films show the action on the
time scale of a fraction of a millisecond for the duration of each experiment.
The response of the fuel to each pulse of neutrons and the concomitant behavior of
the clad are shown clearly. In several experiments, emanation and escape of
gaseous material is seen to occur as a result of the first two pulses in a triple-
pulse and prior to clad rupture. Details of the latter process together with clad
peel and melt, and fuel swelling are vivid and distinct. This is illustrated by
four frames of FD 1.7 shown in Figure 14. Note the non-wetting drop of molten

clad resting against the pellet at time t Tests FD 1.1-1.3 were for diagnostics
4

and calibration only. They will not be discussed further.

In tests FD 1.4, 1.7 and 1.8 the time interval between pulses was at most

1 s and at least 3/4 s. The mode of pin breakup observed was very rapid swelling

commencing on the second pulse for 1.4 and 1.7, and on the third pulse for 1.8.
The clad bulged, ruptured, peeled and finally melted, thus denuding the swelling
f'tel which cracked but did not disperse further. Swelling amounts and rates were

determined from the film record and are shown in Figure 15. For tests FD 1.4,

1.7 and 1.8, the maximum volumetric swellings were 37%, 55% and 68%, respectively.

The swelling was initially very rapid. The times, from the third pulse, for the

fuel to reach 2/3 of the final volume increase, were 0.1 s, 0.2 s, and 0.05 s,

respectively. The swelling rapidly ended, forming a plateau of little or no
further growth despite a constant or slightly increasing calculated temperature.

A discontinuity was observed for FD 1.4 and 1.7 between the swelling data
measured f rom the clad surf ace and that measured f rom the fuel surf ace af ter clad
peeling. It appears that the clad pulled away from the fuel surf ace between the
second and third pulses. The swelling in FD 1.8 occurred so rapidly that it was

impossible to tell whether or not the same discontinuity was present in the data.
These features, which can be seen in Figure 15, are discussed in the next section.

In tests FD 1.5, 1.10 and 1.11 not enough time was allowed between pulses for
. sufficient encrgy loss and temperature relaxation for the fuc1 or clad to remain

intact. Section 3.2 pointed out that the axial and radial peak to minimum (P/M)
energy generation ratios in a pulse were as high as 4, depending on the fuel and
amount of neutron moderation. This indicates that an outer annulus of fuel at
the axial ends of the cylindrical pellets could achieve significantly higher temp-

erature than the rest of the fuel,1f for a given amount of energy in a pulse, not

33
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Table 1. Summary o f FD-1 Experiments Results

Su r f ace Avg. Time Tempera-
Temperature ture Deter-

Time 13e t w ee n Mode of Mode of Determined mined Af ter
Test pulses Clad Disruption Fuel Disruption From Film (K) Fpp* (ms) Remarks

1 0.33/1.05 s None None --- --- Fuel Response
Calibration

2 0.33/1.05 Bulge None --- --- " " "

3 0.11 None End Spray --- --- " " "

" " "G 0.15 None End Spray 2700 0

1 0.91/0.09 Rupture / peel / melt Swell 37" 2525 60 Rasic Test
Data

7 0.77/1.01 Suell 55'1 2550 183 " " "

8 0.75/0.71 Swell 687 2650 25 " " "* "

5 0. 12/O. 51 Tear Rubble Spray 3300 120 " " "

9 0.11/O.51 Melt None 2900 135 l'resh Fuel
Comparison

~

12 0. 16 None Melt-Spray 3150 10 " " "

g
@

10 0.25/0.21 Rupture / peel / melt End Spray / Swell 2150 137 Ilasic Test~

Data, Too
Much power-

-A 11 0.50/0.20 End Spray / Slump 3200 <15' ' ' " " "

N
* Final-pulse peak

. .
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enough time is allowed before a subsequent pulse arrives. In this case, occluded

fission gases and other fission products which can volatilize at temperatures up

to fuel melt (3020 K), could pressurize sufficiently to force molten fuel in the

annuli to spray out of tne top and bottom junctures of the pellet and graphite

holding blocks. For the fuels and ACpR triplepulse energy utilized, it was estab-

lished experimentally that a pulse interval less than 0.5 s produced this effect.

In the three tests FD 1.5, 1.10 and 1.11 such an internal energy state was

.just achieved. The highest localized internal energy state reached was in FD 1.5.

Ile re pulse intervals of 0.12 s and 0.51 s and fuel o f G7.1% fissile atom enrichment

were used. In tests 1.10 and 1.11 the pulse intervals were shorter, but the fuel

was only 40% enriched. In all three, some fuel spurted out and the rest procerded

to break up or to slump.

In test FD 1.5, the f uel became so weak af ter the third pulse that 14 appeared

to be crushed by *he spring loaded upper graphite block. The block war accelerated

downwards at 230g. The fuel was ejected radially: an outer shell ri solid fuel

was blown apart into fragments of 1 mm or larger; molten f uel squirted out behind

the solid fragments. The cladding was torn apart into large pieces which moved

out with the fuel, Rapid bending of pieces of cladding drunstrated that the

steel was at the melting point. Figure 1G shows 4 mes of FD 1.5.

In FD 1.10 and FD 1.11, extensive spray of fuel from the ends of the pellets

was observed. Most of the fuel swelled and cracked following the spray, but it

remained essentially intact in FD 1.10. In FD 1.11, most of the fuel barely

reached liquidus following the spray; it began to slump, but cooled rapidly and

stayed mostly together. Figure IG is illustrative of these two tests.

It is noted that in none of thase six tests, three of which approximated the

fuel temperature profiles expected in an LOF sequence (FD 1.4, 1.7 and 1.8), and

three of which had a cupped profile during most, i f not all of the triplepulse ( FL)

1.5, 1.10 and 1.11) did the fuel break up into a dusteloud or form a liquid froth,

in the fresh [*0 fuel experiment, FD 1.0, the powe r pulse history was essen-2
tially identical to that of FD 1.5. liowe , e r , in FD 1.9 the fuel responded very

mildly in comparison to the preirradiated fuel, with no swelling or breakup. The

clad began to melt 40 ms after the last pulse peak and slid off the fuel at 140 ms.

At that time the fuel temperature was 2000 K 250 K. Note that in none of these+

seven tests, did fresh or preirradiated molten stainless steel clad wet the pre-

irradiated mixed oxide, or fresh l'0 fuel. Als it d d not mix with the molten2 ,

fuel in FD 1.11. These results question those clad mo. ion models which assume that

fuel is well wet by molten steel and that steel remains as an annular film on the

fuel pin.

Finally, for the last two tests, FD 1.G and 1.17, a double pulse was used to

ae,y l eve the most rapid heating rate in this series. The maximum temperature and
,

pressure again occurred in an outer annulus of each of the fuel axial ends. In

FD 1.G the rate of energy generation and volatilization of occluded fission products

caused hot fuel to spray out the ends very rapidly. It is estimated that the local-

ized internal pressure generated was about 0.G5 Mpa and produced a f uel debris ac-

celeration of about 2500 g. This was estimated by use of early time fuel velocities

determined from the film. The expansion velocity 1 ms from start of fuel ejection

was 20 m/s.
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The Inst test in this sequence, FD 1.12, used fresh UO fuel, again for com-2
parison of response with the preirradiated fuel of Test 1.6. The power histories

of these two were identical. The fuel behavior was similar, but 1.12 was very mild

in comparison to 1.6. In 1.12, very little fuel squirted out, only at the top end,

and with much lower velocity than in 1.6. Most of the fuel that came out oozed
'

down the clad outer surface in a molten state and barely managed to drape over it

before solidifying. This difference in behavior once more is due to the difference

in fission product accumulation and pressurization. Note that in neither case did

the clad rupture or melt. The fuel reached melt temperature, but not enough energy

was transferred to the clad during the transient to produce melt. Upon fuel spray,

the high temperature and pressure were relieved rapidly and the clad remained in-

tact in both cases.

3.5 posttest Thernal Analysis

3.5.1 Introduction

posttest thermal analysis was done using the actual reactor power histories

and dosimetry results. The model, Figure 7, was altered to include UO /puO2 prop-2
erties, heat of fusion in the clad, porosity variations and a central void (if

present). A clad peel model also was included and took effect at the experimcnt-

ally observed time of clad peeloff. The major uncertainties in these calculations

were the average energy deposition f rom dosimetry ( 210") and the gap conductance.

By shifting either the gap conductance or the energy deposition over reasonable

ranges, variations of several hundred kelvin could be induced in both the fuel
2surface temperature and clad temperature. Although a nominal value of 3 W/cm g

was assumed for the gap conductance, this actually could vary from about 0.5

W/cm K initially to over 8 W/cm K assuming direct mechanical fuel-clad contact.

An additional, unforeseen factor was the observed clad ballooning, as seen

in the clad-fuel swelling measurements. This ballooning could be part of the ex-

planation for the observed late clad meltof f. As noted in the pretest Analysis

section (Section 3.3), it was intended to melt off the clad before the last pulse,

to give a clear view of the fuel. The experimental result of clad melting shortly

after or during the last pulse can be attributed to uncertainties in energy de-

position, somewhat lower ef fective enrichment than originally assumed, and the

above-mentioned clad ballooning.

Figures 17-20 give results of heat transfer calculations for tests FD 1.4,

1.5, 1.7 and 1.8. These graphs show fuel center and surface temperatures at the

axial midplane of the pellet. Surface temperatures are given with intact clad and

with clad removed at the experimentally observed clad-peeloff time. Also plotted

are fuel surface temperatures obtained by film densitometry performed on selected

frames of the movie film.

Following the third pulse, FD 1.4, 1.7 and 1.8 had a temperature drop of 300-

400 K from fuel center to edge (with the clad removed). Clad removal results in

a jump of 500 to 600 K in the fuel surface temperature according to calculations;

the clad thus acts as a heat sink whP e it remains on the pellet, helping to es-

tablish a prototypic temperature profile.
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FD 1.4 and 1.7 exhibited clad ballooning while FD 1.8 did not. Observing the

experiment temperature points in the figures, experimental points taken before

80% clad peeloff are about 100-200 K higher than calculated, while values after

80% clad peeloff are lower than calculated by 150 K (FD 1.4) to 500 K (FD 1.8).
,

The exception to this, FD 1.7, has its second experimental point in the vicinity

of the clad peeloff time and thus the measured temperature may not be typical of

total (>807) clad removal. The general trend before 80% clad peeloff is lower

predicted fuel temperatures, possibly due to low assumed energy deposition values

(by 7-10%) and/or uncertainties in the gap conductance. The predicted temperatures

after clad peeloff are generally higher.

The FD 1.5 - experiment fuel dispersed at 1.0 s, the time for which the ex-

periment temperature was determined,

plots of the calculated temperature profiles across the pellet midplanes in

tests FD 1.4, 1.7 and 1.8 are shown in Figures 21, 22, and 23. The data used for

these figures are given in Tables 5, 6, and 7 These particular results are based

15% higher, and a lower gap con-on a more accurate power calibration fact ,<

ductance than that used for Figures 17 through 20. The constant temperature

region at a given time at the radial center of the fuel pellet represents the

central void region of the fuel pin. The evidence indicates T wsnt ex-melt
ceeded.

3.5.2 Clad Ballooning

Several possibilities were investigated to explain the observed ballooning

of clad away from the fuel. These included bowing due to a thermal gradient,

compression by the spring-loaded end cap, and internal gas pressure. The gen-

eral conclusion from considering all three possibilities is that the clad is at

or near its solidus (1700 K), or some 100-200 K hotter than calculated. The only

significant thermal gradient is axial and amounts to about 600 K, clad m!dplane to

end. This did not introduce any measurable bowing other than could be attributed

to simple thermal expansion of the clad. This is 0.09 mm at 1700 K, or about

25% of the observed ballooning.

The maximum axial load on the clad was estimated to be 4.25 N, 1.47 N from

the weight of the cap and 2.78 N (10 oz) from the compression springs used to

hold the cap in place. The effect of both the axial load and the thermal stress

was modeled with a two-dimensional finite element code, SASL.2' The axial load

did not produce any measurable bowing. It should be noted that the axial load

is two orders of magnitude below the critical load for buckling at 1500 K (highest

temperature for which a value for Young's modulus could be obtained), indicating

higher clad temperatures. The absence of many small waves in the clad as in

typical buckling also suggests that either the axial load is not the primary

cause of ballooning or that internal gas pressure is damping the waves.

The final possibility investigated to explain the observed clad ballooning

was that of internal gns pressure. Based on the maximum axial load and the in-

ternal area of the end cap, a value of 0.2 Mpa pressure differential is required

to lift it. If only the gap area is available for gas pressure to act upon, this

value goes up to 3.G Mpa. Disregarding the possibility of the end cap and clad
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Table 5. Temperature profiles in FD 1.4 as function of time

0 0.091 0.291 0.588 0.806 0.864 0.919 0.973 1.0Normalized Radius =

Time, s Temperature, K

O.0 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300

0.16 1176 1176 1028 1371 1786 1891 1953 1915 1896

0.36 1392 1392 1295 1515 1824 1851 1821 1736 1694

0.56 1532 1532 1470 1657 1792 1789 1748 1670 1631

0.76 1630 1630 1591 1728 1766 1948 1703 1633 1598

0.96 1702 1702 1680 1778 175G 1728 1682 1617 1584

1.1 2317 2317 2191 2464 2664 2G95 2G79 2575 2523

1.3 2474 2474 2387 2598 2716 2G95 2622 2488 2421

1.5 2577 2577 2520 2682 2703 2GG4 2583 2457 2394

1.7 2G51 2651 2G16 2738 2688 2639 255G 2438 2379

1.9 2704 2704 268G 2776 2G77 2620 2537 2425 2369

Os
-

-

'

-

.
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Table G. Temperature Profiles in FD 1.7 as function of time

Normalized Radius 0.0 0.045 0.245 0.550 0.743 0.823 0.896 0.065 1.0=

Time, s Temperature, K

0.0 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300

0.1 470 470 455 541 G29 G70 710 739 754

0.15 1209 1209 1014 1380 1755 1923 2055 2071 2079

0.36 1416 1416 1246 1577 1897 1970 1959 1857 180G

0.56 1557 1557 1415 1707 1919 1944 1902 1800 1749

0.76 1667 1667 1552 1797 1921 1920 18G8 1773 1726

0.88 1953 1953 1840 2166 2353 2398 2408 2370 2351

0.92 23G3 23G3 2130 2534 2791 2870 2910 2850 2820

1.14 2548 2548 2358 2702 2913 2932 2869 2706 2G25

1.34 2651 2G51 2505 2798 2932 2917 2829 2GG5 2583

1.54 2725 2725 2G18 28G3 2029 2893 2797 2G41 25G3

{ 1.84 2804 2804 2744 2927 2918 2864 2764 2616 2542

C3N 1.88 2868 2868 2804 2998 3008 2969 2890 2763 2700
-

2.00 296G 296G 2055 3020 3020 3020 3020 2951 2917
-

'

N

$
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Table 7. Temperature Profiles in FD 1.8 as function of time

0.0 0.100 0.300 0.598 0.822 0.87G 0.926 0.975 1.0Normalized Radius =

Time, s Temperature, K

0.0 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300

0.10 501 501 510 629 768 805 838 858 868

0.13 1071 1071 971 1321 1744 1851 1929 1923 1935

0.3G 1403 1403 1323 1554 1810 1827 1795 1716 IG77

0.5G 1511 1514 149G IGG 1 17GG 1758 1718 1647 1G12

0.7G. 1G15 1645 1G17 1734 1715 172-1 1681 1616 1584

0.85 182G 1826 1833 2033 2137 2148 2140 2100 2080

0.91 2313 2313 2201 2512 2753 2788 2779 2680 2G31

1.12 2529 2529 2413 2GG1 2785 2762 2G86 2551 2184

1.19 2698 2G98 2670 2792 272G 2G75 2592 2475 2417
__.

1.59 2791 2794 2776 2913 2871 283G 2776 2680 2G32#

C7s
1.01 2893 2893 2860 3020 3020 3017 2974 2S85 2841--*

1.67 2951 2951 2952 3020 3020 3020 3020 2947 2910
__.

.h
U

ch '.



sticking or sealing, some pressure is thus available to balloon the clad. For

0.2 Mpa, the clad must be at its solidus to yield. For 3.6 Mpa, the clad temper-

ature can be as low as 1400 K. An average of the fuel surface and clad tempera-

tures during the time of clad ballooning gives a gas temperature of about 2000 K,

or a pressure due to helium only of about 0.2 Mpa. The higher pressures thus
,

require some outgassing of the fuel, and if this were the dominant source of gas

pressure the total end cap area would certainly be available for gas pressure to

act en, again limiting internal pressure to about 0.2 Mpa.

3.0 Fuel Swelling Analysis

3.G.1 Qualitative Conclusions
One of the primary purposes of t he FD1 test series was to investigate the

mode of disruption of irradiated fuel under simulated loss-of-flow conditions.

I!nder the rapid heating conditions present in these tests, fuel was expected to

melt and froth, or break up into dust or larger particles. These phenomena were

not observed; rapid swelling occurred.

Swelling rates were measured from the film record, plots of the swelling

are shown in Figure 15. Note that no axial motion of the upper end caps occurred

for tects FD 1.4, 1.7 and 1.8. Thus, the swelling shown in Figure 15 is in no

way due to axial squashing of the fuel pellets, demonstrating that the swelling

was caused by significant internal forces leading to dilatation of the fuel.

The maximum volumetric swellings were 37, 55 and G8", respectively, in tests

F'' l .1, 1.7 and 1.8. The times, from the peak of the third pulse, for the fuel to

reach 2/3 of the final volume increase were 0.1 s, 0.2 s and 0.05 s, respectively.

There are ambiguities in the interpretation of tests 1.4 and 1.7 with respect

to the actual fuel swelling prior to peeloff of the cladding. Iloweve r , in view

of the very rapid onset of swelling in test 1.8 at the time of the third pulse,

it is reasonable to assume that most of the fuel swelling in the other tests

occurred after the start of the third pulse.

This very rapid, massive swelling was unexpected. Such fuel behavior is not

modeled in LOF accident analysis codes such as SAS. The significance of this

effect is that, in an LOF accident, fuel could swell shut the coolant subchannels

between pins. This could significantly reduce the axial fuel dispersal between

pins as calculated in the SAS code

The assumption has been made in the past that fuel swelling would only be
of importance for low heating rates. Thus, the massive swelling seen in the FGR

tests at lil DL" and the Dell tests at ANL'' have been ascribed to slow heating rates,

and at nominal power level o r lower. ' ' It should be noted that the average heatin,:

rates during the Sandia tests were on the order of 5 times the CRBR nominal peak
poner of 200 W/g. It may be argued that the pulse heating mode was not prototypic

.

of the smooth temperature increase in an LOF, lloweve r , a more brittle behavior

would be expected in a pulse heated system; the heating rates during the pulses
were on the order of 100 timos nomina 1..

Ilased on the data from these experiments, rapid and massive fuel swelling
appears to be the initial mode of fuel disruption in an 1.0F accident.
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3.6.2 FISGAS Calculations

The swelling observed in tests FD 1.4, 1.7 and 1.8 was compared to that pre-

dicted by standard models. An early version of the FISGAS code ' was used to do3

this.
.

FISGAS is based on the same physical assumptions with respect to intragranu-

lar fission gas bubble migration as the FRAS code.87 Bubbles are subject to both

random migration and biased migration in a temperature gradient, with the mobility

being due to surface diffusion of lattice atoms. An asymptotic model of bubble

migration and coalescence is used to e. ;inate the distribution of bubble sizes.

Completely independent calculations of migration and coalescence are performed

for grain boundary gas and intragranular gas. Grain-boundary gas-bubble migration

is driven by the projection of the temperature gradient onto the plane of the

grain face on which the bubbles are trapped. The fact that bubbles on the grain

faces are migrating an a plane changes the qualitative character of the inter-

action rate equations. partly because of this, grain-boundary bubbles grow much

larger than intragranular bubbles. The growth of intragranular bubbles is limited

by the supply of lattice vacancies, which make the results for intragranular gas

approximately the same as FRAS2 code results. Grain-boundary bubble growth, how-

ever, is not limited by the intragranular supply of vacancies, which is another

reason that grain-boundary bubbles become much larger than intragranular bubbles.

In FISGAS, gas release from the fuel involves a three-step process. First,

migration of intragranular gas bubbles leads to release of gas from the interior

of the grain to the grain boundary. Those bubbles are then trapped on the grain

face and forced to migrate along the plane of the grain face. Gas bubbles which

migrate far enough to reach a grain edge (intersection of two grain faces) are

then released to and trapped on the grain edge. In addition, when the fractional

areal coverage of the grain face by gas bubbles exceeds 0.5, the excess gas im-

mediately percolates to the grain edge due to the formation of a network of

interconnected porosity. In FISGAS, most of the gas transfer to the grain edge

occurs by percolation rather than bubble migration. Release of gas from the fuel

to the ambient is controlled by percolation of interconnected porosity on the

grain edges. The onset of such release is determined by the volume fraction of

grain edge porosity as specified by percolation theory.

Swelling of the fuel is determined from a one-node calculation of fuel creep,

based on the equations for creep of an internally pressurized thin cylinder. The

driving force for the creep is the excess internal pressure in the fission gas

bubbles. The creep rate of the fuel provides a mechanical restriction on the

rate of bubble growt h and fuel swelling.

FISGAS has a multiple-node structure in the radial direction. Independent

calculations of gas behavior are performed for each node. The separate nodss

interact only through the creep field of the fuel. For the calculations reported

here, either 3 or 4 nodes were used in the gas-bearing unrestructured region of

the fuel.

FISGAS is designed as a research tool with the flexibility to include or ex-

clude various options. Models 1 to 4 exclude grain-boundary gas, and models
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5 to 8 include it. Models 2, 4, 6 and 8 include delayed intragranular bubble
equilibration due to lattice vacancy supply, while models 1, 3, 5 and 7 assume
instantaneous equilibration. Models 3, 4, 7 and 8 include the effect of macro-
scopic fuel creep on restricting the size of all bubbles. This code flexibility
makes it possible to explore the sensitivity of the results to model changes.

'

Note that model 1 (MI) corresponds to FRAS-type modeling, while model 2 (M2)
corresponds to FRAS2-type modeling.

These model options are summarized in Table 8. Notice that suffixes T and
F are used to designate significant model variations. T designates a factor of
100 increase in the time constant for intragranular bubble equilibration. This
is designed to simulate a depletion of vacancies in the lattice. Such a depletion
has been modeled in the NEBRAS code'' and has been shown to be important. The F
designates an immediate release of all grain edge gas. In that case, only grain

face gas contributes to grain-boundary swelling. The A suffix designates that
nodes in which the temperature exceeds the solidus temperature are no longer re-
stricted by creep stress. This leads to sudden swelling when the solidus temp-

>

erature is attained.

The physical constants used in the swelling calculations are given in Table
D. Most of the values used are based on the recommendations of Gruber.2 ' physical
parameters of the test fuel itself (grain radius, fission-gas concentration, and
restructuring radius) are discussed in the following paragraphs.

3.6.2.1 Grain Sive

There are no published data on the grain size of the test fuel. An average

grain radius was determined f rom photomict ographs of the pNL 10-23 fuel as taken
f rom Re f erence 29, PES 2. A line drawn across the micrograph was used to determine

a mean linear intercept distance between grain boundaries of 6.G9 pm. This is an

average over 57 grains.

For a sphere, the mean chord length, c, (which is the same as the mean linear
3'

intercept) is related to the radius by

c = 4x volume / surface area.

This implies that the radius of the sphere is 3/4 of the mean chord length. Then,

by assuming that the fuel grains are all spherical, an average grain radius of
S.02 pm is found.

The pNL 11 fuel underwent the same manufacturing procedure as that for pNL
10.38 Therefore, in the absence of any prior data on pNL 11 fuel, it was assumed
to be identical to the pNL 10 fuel and to have a 5 pm grain radius.

3.6.2.2 Fission-gas concentration

The concentration of fission-gas in the fuel grains was estimated by means
of the Dutt correlation,32 viz.,*

-5
1 - exp (-4.89 x 10 g)

y, exp (0.00241Q),
3.234 x 10 B

where F is the fraction of gas generated in unrestructured fuel that is retained,
B is the local fuel burnup (megawatt-days per metric ton cf metal), and Q is the
local linear power rating of the fuel pin (kilowatts per meter). Then, by using
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Table 8. Effects Included in FISGAS ifodels

Grain Dubble Fuel

Model, Iloundary Gas DisequiItbrium Creep
.

M1*

M2** x

M3 x

M1 x x

M5 x

MG x x

M7 x x

M8 x x x

Suf fix

T Vacancy depletion simulated

F Immediate release of grain edge

A Reller of creep restriction on melting

Equivalent to FRASI code*

Equivalent to FRAS2 code**

Table 9. Physical Parameters Used for Swelling Calculations

Parameter Value

IIca t of transport for surface - I ,,

diffusion 4.03 x 10 ' erg

Atomic volume for uranium
10-23 3

i n 1:0. 4.1 x cm
2

2
Vacancy diffusion coefficient 2 exp(-7.07 x 10- /kT) cm jg

4
Surface diffusion coefficient 3.5 x 10 exp (-G.2G x 10- /kT) em /s

Fuel surface tension 030 dyne /cm

Grain radius 5 pm

20 3
Fission gas concentration 1.5 x 10 atoms /cm

.

Fuel radius 2.5 mm

Restructuring radius 1.97 mm in FD 1.4

1.78 mm in FD 1.7
2.02 mm in FD 1.8
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a fuel density of 10.3 gm/cm in a grain, a noble gas production rate of 0.25 atoms
per fission, and by setting the approximate conversion of 1 atom % burnup to

3
10,000 MWD /MTM, the gas concentration, c, in gas atoms /cm is given by

20
c = 1.78 x 10 1 - exp (-0.489B) exp (-0.00241Q),

where B is the atom % burnup.

Gas concentrations in the pNL test fuel ased in the FD 1 test series were

calculated using this equation. The results are given in Table 10. The results

are clearly insensitive to small variations in steady state power level and burnup.
Since the gas concentration values are all very similar, an average value of 1.5

20
x 10 atoms per em was used in all calculations.

3.G.2.3 Restructuring Radius

In all calculations performed here, it was assumed that the gas concentration
was uniform in the unrestructured fuel and that all gas was released from restruc-

tured fuel. The restructuring radius, R, was estimated from the equation

R = 0.25 1 + 2k/h(0.25) - 4F k(Tg-TC)/P
where 0.25 mm is the assumed fuel radius, k is the fuel thermal conductivity (taken

2
to be 2 W/m-K), h is the gap conductance (estimated to be 7000 U/m -K), T

R
is the restructuring temperature (about 1620 K), T is the cladding temperatureC
(about 720 K) and p is the linear pin power level (W/m). Table 11 gives the cal-
culated restructuring radius for the fuel in tests FD 1.4, 1.7 and 7.8. In addi-

the calculated values with data for pNL 10 fuel (HEDL TME 74-23,tion, it compares

pE3). The calculated values agree quite well witn the data.

3.6.3 Comparison of Data to Intragranular Swelling Models

The FRAS code'' has frequently been used for analysis of fission-gas behavior
under accident transient conditions. More recently, the FRAS2 code'" has been
used. FRAS2 adds bubble disequilibrium to the FRAS modeling. It is similar to
earlier codes developed at UCLA.''''' FRAS is equivalent to the M1 option in

FISGAS, while FRAS2 is equivalent to the M2 option. More advanced modeling is
embodied in the NEBRAS code,2e which is the most recent UCLA fission-gas work.
This code accounts for vacancy depletion in the lattice. This important effect
is not included in any of the FRAS codes, or in FISGAS. FISGAS may very crudely
simulate it by reducing the bubble equilibration time constant by a factor of 100.
Such a code calculation will be designated by a suf fix T; M2T is an approximate
simulation of a NEBRAS calculation.

Swelling predictions for tests 1.4, 1.7 and 1.8 were performed using models

M1, M2, M2T and M3. The physical constants used were as given in Table D. The

M3 calculations were done to determine the importance of creep restraint on fuel
swelling. These calculations are compared to the data in Figures 24, 25 and 2 3.

Clearly, H1 modeling "FRAS code) very seriously overpredicts the observed
swelling. This is most dramatic in test 1.8 where no swelling occurred prior to

.

the third pulse; the M1 prediction leads to massive swelling beginning at the
second pulse. The discrepancy is serious enough to reject the M1 or FRAS-type
model2ng as invalid. This conclusion confirms the theoretical work on bubble dis-
equilibrium which has led to the recent development of the NEBRAS, and FRAS2 codes,
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Table 10. Gas Concentrations in Unrestructured Region of FD-1 Test
Fuel, Based on the Dutt Correlation.

Fuel Pin Location S.S. Power Level Burnup Gas Concentration

20PNL 10 Midplane 8.84 kW/ft, 29.0 kW/m 5.4"c 1.54 x 10 c ,-3
20 -3Near axial cnd 7.9G kW/ft, 2G.1 kW/m 4.9% 1.52 x 10 cm

OPNL 11 Midplane 11.02 kW/ft, 30.2 kW/m 4.7% 1.47 x 10 cm-
ONear axial end 9.92 kW/ft, 32.6 kW/m 4.2% 1.44 x 10 cm-

Table 11. Calculated Restructuring Radius for FD-1 Test Fuel

Test Test Fuel Steady State Power Level R Calculated, mm R measured, mmg R

U
g FD 1.4 PNL 11 10.47 kW/ft, 34.4 kW/m 1.97 -

~
FD 1.7 PNL 10 8.84 kW/ft, 29.0 kW/m 1.78 1.76, 1.78

FD 1.8 PNL 11 11.02 kW/ft, 3G.2 kW/m 2.02 -

---

m
g - PNL 10 7.51 kW/ft, 24.7 kW/m 1.52 1.43, 1.58
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The comparison between the data and M2 (FRAS2 type) predictions is disappoint-

ing. One surpricing result is the overprediction of swelling prior to the third

pulse. This result is quite clear in Figure 26 for test 1.8. The onset of signi-

ficant swelling is predicted to occur at the time of the second pulse; actual

swelling starts at the third pulse. The same comments cannot be made for tests

1.4 and 1.7 because the cladding bulged away from the fuel and hid the actual fuel

swelling. One could assume that the data extrapolates to very low swelling levels

prior to the third pulse, but that would be speculative.

After the third pulse, the M2 model (FRAS2 equivalent) seriously underpredicts

the observed swelling. If the physical constants were adjusted to obtain good

agreement after the third pulse, the overprediction prior to the thirl pulse would

become far more serious.

Note that large parameter variations are possible; there are large uncertain-

ties in properties such as the bubble diffusion coefficient. The property values

used here are those recommended by Gruber on the basis of an extensive parameter

fitting study.s:

A more serious problem with the M2 model is the failure to show a large res-

ponse to the third pulse. This is most clear in Figure 25, where a large jump in

measured swelling is contrasted to a prediction in which there is hardly a ripple

after the third pulse. The M2 modeling is clearly inadequate to reproduce the

data.

The M3 model results show the importance of fuel creep. Creep sharply re-

duces the excess swelling prior to the third pulse which occurs for M1 calcula-

tions. However, it is insufficient to reduce it to the extent that agreement with

data is obtained. The most interesting effect of creep is to allow sudden swelling

at the time of third pulse. This swelling occurs because of the very large sen-

sitivity of creep rates to temperatures, an encouraging result suggesting that

creep may be the source of the sudden swelling.

The swelling calculations for M2T (FRAS2 plus vacancy depletion; NEBRAS) are

not plotted; the predictions fall along the abcissa. Vacancy depletion reduced

intragranular bubble growth to the point where no macroscopic swelling can occur.

This is a very significant result.

The vacancy depletion effect is a real one; H2T is the theoretical best-

estimate model. The very serious discrepancy between theory and prediction leads

to the idea that intragranular gas bubbles are not the source of the observed

swelling but that gas on the grain boundaries must be considered.

3.G.4 Comparison of Data to Grain Doundary Swelling Models

In Figures 27, 28 and 29, the swelling data are compared to FISGAS calculations

which include grain-boundary gas (MG, M8, M8A). The results presented in the

graphs are based on an earlier version of FISGAS rather than on the final one.

Although differences of swelling predictions of as much as 25% were noted, there

are no significant qualitative differences. All of these calculations include the

effect of nonequilibrium of intragranular bubbles, but this set of calculations

does not include vacancy depletion.
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The effect of creep restraint is most evident at lower temperatures, between
the second and third pulse. The M8 calculations include fuel creep while the MG
calculations do not. The M6 calculations seriously overestimate early fuel swell-

ing. Even with the creep restraint, there is a significant overprediction of early

s at the time of theswelling. Creep also produces a much larger jump in swellin

third pulse, which brings the calculations into much better agreement with the '

data. Based on these calculations, fuel creep appears to be a necessary factor in

explaining the FD test results.

The effect of grain edge gas on fuel swelling is relatively small. After the

grain edge became saturated with gas, the grain boundary swelling is dominated by
gas on the grain edge. Typically, the grain face swelling is an order of magnitude
less than grain edge swelling. Thus, grain edge gas needs to be included in a
complete model.

Most of the early excess swelling is caused by intragranular gas, although a
substantial fraction, between the second and third pulses, is due to grain edge

gas. Some modeling corrections appear to be needed.

Another modification to the basic FISGAL modeling was to allow relief from

creep restrictions for any fuel node which exceeded the solidus temperature.
These calculations, designated M8A, produce 50 to 100% greater jumps in swelling
at the time of the third pulse. Some of the rapid swelling seen in the tests

may be due to this effect.

In Figures 30, 31 and 32, the effect of vacancy depletion is explored. The
swelling calculations are remarkably insensitive to vacancy depletion. The loss
of early intragranular swelling in the M8T calculations is counterbalanced by an
increase in early grain edge swelling. The increase in grain-boundary gas is due
to the higher mobility of intragranular ge_s when those bubbles are kept small by
vacancy starvation. Thus, the expected decrease in early swelling, due to vacancy

depletion, does not occur. In this case, grain edge gas is clearly the source of

the excess early swelling; modeling corrections for grain edge gas appear to be
necessary.

The M8T calculations clearly demonstrate the need for grain edge gas in swell-

ing predictions. Without grain edge gas there is little response from the fuel to
the third pulse, which is in direct contradiction to the data. The sharp jump in

swelling at the third pulse is apparently due almost entirely to grain edge gas.

3.6.5 Conclusions on Swelling Analysis and Calculations

The conclusions that may be drawn from the comparison of these calculations
to the FD 1.4, 1.7 and 1.8 test data are as follows:

1. Grain boundary gas is required to explain the observed swelling;

2. Vacancy depletion is needed to eliminate excess predicted early intra-
granular swelling;

3. Too much early grain edge swelling is predicted, and model modifications
are needed here;

4. The sharp jump in swelling at the third pulse probably is due to grain
edge gas, which needs to be modeled separately from grain face gas;
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.

5. Some of the jump in swelling at third pulse may be due to fuel exceeding
the solidus temperature and being relieved from creep restraint.

Further conclusions may be obtained from other swelling considerations, postmortem
examination of the test fuel, and from data in subsequent test series.

.

.
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4. Observations and Conclusions

The major observations and conclusions are that:
.

1. Rapid fuel swelling occurred, in the order of 0.1 second.

2. Extensive fuel swelling occurred, up to 67 areal percent, and may be the

dominant early fuel disruption mechanism even under high power LOF con-,

ditions.

3. No evidence for dustcloud breakup or froth formation of fuel was seen

for LOF timescales.

4. Fuel swelling observed is not predicted correctly by current, FRAS-type

fission gas modelling.

5. FISGAS was developed as a result of 4.

6. Clad ballooned away from the fugl as the fuel swelled.

7. Stainless steel clad peeled cleanly off the fuel and on melting did not

wet fresh UO r puO fuel burned to 5 atom percent and at temperatures2 2
up to 3000 K.

8. The cinematographic diagnostic technique for recording in-pile fuel

response was eminently successful.

1 -
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5. Future Considerations and Investigation

The fuels used in three of the tests, FD 1.4, 1.7 and 1.8, swelled to varying

degrees, depending on the power pulse, but did not otherwise disrupt. They pro- *

vided basic swelling data, of a type not previously available. In addition, the

fuel, together with a sibling fuel pellet and the fresh fuel used in FD 1.9, has

been examined by means of light optical microscopy. The photography of the fuel

under magnification to 500x has just been completed. The posttest analysis of

the fuel will yield basic information on microscopic and macroscopic fuel response

to the different transients for preirradiated and fresh fuel. Features such as

generation and propagation of cracks, veids, melt fronts, limited bubble morphology

and swelling characteristics and regions will be studied. publication of the re-

sults will follow.

A comprehensive report on FISGAS, the Sandia transient fuel swelling and gas

release code, now is complete. However, modifications in the model are continuing.

A new calculation appears promising; it is based on intragranular bubble relaxation

in the fuel as it achieves a plastic state or melt following a period of bubble

coalescence and growth while the fuel, in the solid state is heating up. Here,

intergranular gas does not play any role in fuel swelling nor does it provide a

boundary saturation threshhold for gas release. This option may be included later

in a new version of FISGAS.

Finally, a new series of fuel disruption experiments, FD-2, has been initiated.

Significant improvements over FD-1 have been achieved in the geometry, diagnostics

and fuel energetics. The most significant new features occur in the improved

neutron intensity and energy spectra and power histories from the new Sandia Annular

Core Research Reactor, ACRR. The undesirable neutronic and thermal end-ef fects

on the FD-1 fuel have been effectively eliminated for this new series of tests.

Thus prototypic'''' fuel heating rates and temperature profiles will be chieved.

The geometry changes include fuel segments five times longer tb1n in FD-1, and

improved boundary conditions which assure flat axial temperature profiles. The

improved diagnostics include, in addition to those used in FD-1, high-speed cin-

ematography of both front and back of the fuel simultaneously during the power

transient, real-time thermometry of the stainless steel clad, and sampling of gases

which effuse from the . fuel segment in the power pulse. These gases then will be

analyzed spectrometrically posttest. Approximately ten tests will comprise the

new series.

)

.
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